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Abstract
In this paper, we describe the algorithm of narrow-domain short texts clustering, which is 

based on terms’ selection and modification of k-means algorithm. Our approach was tested on 
collections: CICling–2002 and SEPLIN-CICling. Results of tests and conclusions are presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the focus of our attention is the task of narrow-domain short texts clus-
tering (we will use shorter term «N-Dst clustering» or «N-Dst» bellow in 
the article). This research topic is actual now, especially in the field of auto-
mated text processing, because of three factors: a practical necessity, diffi-
culty of task, and a small number of research papers. Today most important 
role in this field is played by Paolo Rosso, Alexander Gelbukh, David Pinto, 
Mikhail Alexandrov, Marcelo Errecalde, Diego Ingaramo, Leticia C. Cagni-
na, Fernando Perez-Tellez, John Cardiff and others. Most of these authors 
conclude that N-Dst clustering problem is difficult, not well researched and 
there is much work to do [2,7,9].

Results of N-Dst could be used in different ways: searching scientific 
abstracts, analysis of news articles and any other kind of media sphere, 
like blogs for example. Clustering abstracts is important to reduce time, 
spent on search of useful articles in a particular domain. Clustering news 
about the same topic when the new information about the same event is 
searched is also a promising task. For example usually in a news flow the 
same information about the event is repeated in many sources, and new 
knowledge appears alongside with the old one, thus it could be a challenging 
task to retrieve really new information from the flow. Proposed technique 
also could be used for monitoring the reactions and behavioral correlations 
in social media sphere: blogs, forums, tweets etc. to some influence factor. 
The factor could be a concrete event or a timed trend of some indicator. One 
more area where N-Dst could be used is processing of sociological research 
results (responds, recommendations, and essays on a given topic).
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Clustering narrow-domain short texts differs from large texts 
clustering, because the frequency analysis which is a common technique to 
work with big texts is not applicable for small ones due to the sparse data.

2. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION
The goal of an algorithm is to obtain a set of clusters with texts assigned to 
them, which reflect the topic structure of a source narrow-domain short 
text collection. At present time basic version of algorithm is developed and 
implemented. Our approach has two steps:

1. Terms selection and building a set of significant words, which will 
be used to characterize texts (dimension reduction, collection vocabulary 
reduction).

2. Clustering, using keyword set from 1.

2.1. Terms Selection
Let be a set of all words in a collection;   T t
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of all texts in a collection. Clustering in  n-dimension vector space was tak-
en as a basis. For narrow domain collections words with the highest occur 
frequency are less significant for clustering, thus they should be filtered. 
Also the important task is to find words, which reflect the specific features 
of text groups inside collection. Such words we will call “significant”. Usage 
of significant words helps to reduce the dimension to the size z<n, where z 
is a number of significant words , , ,t t tI
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K-means. To calculate distance in k-means we use Euclidean distance.
The choice of significant words is based on three hypothesis. 

1. For narrow domain collections we assume that significant  words 
for thematic document groups are not typical for the whole collection, but 
their placement in texts is near the words, which could be found in the most 
documents of the collection. This assumption is based on idea that words 
with high value of  DF (Document Frequency) determine the context of the 
whole collection and words, which are placed near them, determine the 
nuances of theirs usage.

2. For short texts we assume that significant word t1 is often placed 
together with the word t2 and rarely far from it. Word t1 relates to the usage 
nuances of t2. This assumption reflects the idea that context-significant 
groups of words in short texts are often placed together and rarely separately.
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3. We assume that semantic of a text group is determined by sets of 
words, which occur together in the group’s texts.

Based on the mentioned assumptions the algorithm which finds 
significant words was developed. It is divided into two stages, described 
below. First stage begins with the choice of words with highest value of
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ed. Words tfreq are selected from the collection’s vocabulary with DF(tfreq)$j. 
It is better that the number of these words is less than 5. Then information 
about word pairs is used to create set of words applicants. Using term “word 
pair” we mean a pair of words, which occur together at least in one text in 
a window of three words. From the set of all word pairs we choose only 
“good”, meaning of which is described as follows.
Good pairs are chosen with the algorithm: let pair consists of two words ti and 
tj. n — is a number of pairs (ti, tj) inside collection D. Choose a word from a 
pair with the smallest document frequency rating DFmin=min(DF(ti),DF(tj)). 

If DF DF
min

min$n a- then pair (ti, tj) is “good”. Parameter a is set manually.
We have tested three models of choosing the set of words applicants P.
1. Create set of words, which occur near each tfreq in the window of 

three. For the created set “good” pairs are found. Set of words applicants P 
consists of words, which are contained in at least one “good” pair.

2. For frequent words tfreq the “good” pairs are found (tfreq is one of two 
words in such pairs). Set of words applicants P consists of words, which are 
contained in at least one “good” pair.

3. Create set of words, which occur near each tfreq in the window of three. 
All these words are considered words applicants  and are included into P.

For first tests we used CICling–2002* collection: worst results were 
obtained with the third model and best results with the first one. Thus we use 
first model for an algorithm and all subsequent experiments are made using it.

A subset of collection’s words P is an output of the first part. From 
these words applicants on the second stage, we choose significant words. 
Other words from collection which are not in P will not be used further.

Second stage involves choice from the set P groups of words with size b, 
so that all words in each group occur together often in some texts (in two 
or more).  Word, which is placed in at least one such group is considered 
significant. Words, except significant, will not be used further. Value of b is 
set manually with respect to the size of P. We use genetic algorithm for this 
task. Genetic algorithm finds terms, which occur together in documents. 
* http://sinai.ujaen.es/timm/wiki/index.php/CICLing-2002_Clustering_Corpus
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Input parameter b is responsible for the minimal size of individual in 
population, where each individual is a group of terms grk. For example, if 
b=4, then the result set GR will consist of word groups grk for which |grk|=4 
and which appear together in k texts. We define GR gr
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and we 
can select word groups with different k. It was done for future research with 
different sized texts, however for short texts GR is taken as a whole.

Basic algorithm is a classical realization of genetic algorithm. It could 
be presented as a , , , , , ,Gen W f m f F Fmax

sel mut kr fit fit^ h where W — dimension  of 
hypothesis, fsel — selection function, mmut — mutation function, fkr — crossover 
function, Ffit — fitness function, Ffit

max — target value for fitness function. W is de-
fined with different combinations of words , .t T W boolean2
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On the first step set of individuals is generated: Wp1W, Wp={wp}|wp|= b. 
Every individual wp contain b number of terms:                                  Then, 
for which wp fitness value Ffit is calculated. In current realization Ffit is cal-
culated as a number of texts, in which all terms, which create individual, 
occur Ffit

max=|D|. Mutation function randomly adds one or two terms to the 
individual with high value of Ffit. Crossover function randomly chooses m 
elements from the individual with high Ffit value and replaces them with 
m or m+1 elements from another individual with high Ffit. Algorithm is it-
erative one. On each iteration for all individuals of the current population 
Ffit measure is calculated. Selection function fsel chooses only best Ffit indi-
viduals for the new population from the existing one. Other individuals 
are replaced with the individuals, obtained with mutation and crossover. 
Usage of second stage improves results of the method overall.

2.2. Modification of K-means algorithm
K-means algorithm with some modifications was chosen as a basement 
for clustering. During clustering the optimal number of clusters is usual-
ly unknown. Thus we decided to use volatile number of clusters, which is 
changed during the clustering process. This change is regulated by a num-
ber of rules.

1. On the first step algorithm defines one seed c1 randomly. Then 
distances t to c1 from all the clustered texts R={tdj

}dj!D are calculated. 
We take the biggest distance tmax and determine parameter m, so that  
m![tmax-3, tmax) and only few texts dj!D should have t![m, tmax].

2. After m is found, a new seed c1 is defined randomly and distances 
tdj

 to this seed are calculated. While iterating the texts, if we find 
one                 with tdg

>m, then text dg becomes a new seed c2.
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3. Then new set of distances tdj
 is calculated, where tdj

 is a distance of 
text dj to the closest seed.

4. Each text, which has tdj
#m is placed into a cluster, formed by closest seed.

5. If there are texts                     with tdq
>m, then they are put into tempo-

rary set N. Next seed is defined as text from N with the biggest distance
d , ,q q D1!% /

: ( ) .maxc d Nd next q
N

dq qt t= =
t

a k  After it algorithm goes to step 3.
If there are no texts                  with  tdq

>m, then k-means’ iterative algo-
rithm of seed optimization is initiated. It stops when seeds do not change 
anymore or when it finds the text                    with  tdq

>m. In last case algorithm 
goes to step 5.

3. RESULTS OF TESTS

3.1. Test collections
To test algorithms, based on analysis of narrow domain short texts, there ex-
ist a number of collections, such as CICling–2002, SEPLIN-CICling, Hep-ex, 
KnCr corpus [10], EasyAbstracts and others. Most of them could be found in 
Internet*. To test quality of clustering we use FM-measure based on F-measure:
 
 
 
 
 
— is an obtained set of clusters,                    — set of classes, defined by 
experts. All test results of this paper are calculated using FM-measure. Re-
sults of clustering all mentioned collections are present in FM-measure, 
these results are published in [2,4,7]. For experiments we used collections 
CICling–2002 and SEPLN-CICling.  CICling–2002 contains 48 short texts in 
the field of linguistics. “Golden standard” contains 4 groups of texts: Lin-
guistic, Ambiguity, Lexicon and Text Processing. SEPLN-CICling contains 
48 short texts, its “golden standard” contains 4 groups of texts: Morpholog-
ical-syntactic analysis, Categorization of Documents, Corpus linguistics, 
Machine translation.

3.2. Parameterization and results
We have conducted a series of experiments, which goal was:

1. Define the relation between parameters a and  b;
2. Evaluate the necessity of the second stage from the first part of an 

algorithm, which precedes clustering.
* http://users.dsic.upv.es/grupos/nle/?file=kop4.php
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We used CICling–2002 and SEPLN-CICling collections for these 
experiments. In each experiment algorithm was started thousand times. 
Results of clustering on each start were evaluated with FM-measure. Based 
on values of   we find three indicators:  FMmax — best FM-measure value of 
the experiment, FMmin — worst value,  FMavg — mean value. 

For collection CICling–2002  we used parameter j=29 (jmax=30 is a 
maximum possible value for this collection). Other parameters we defined 
using the information, that the biggest impact on a result of clustering is 
made by a number of significant words. This information was obtained 
by testing. If a number of significant words is about 1% of the whole 
collection’s vocabulary, then the best results will not be reached, but the 
clustering quality will be still reasonable. If we increase the number of 
significant words to more than 2,5%, then the best results for FM-measure 
could be received, but the average results become worse. Thus we defined 
parameters a and b so that the number of significant words lies in between 
1% and 2,5% of initial collection’s vocabulary. Increase of parameters a and 
b leads to reduced number of significant words found. It also increases 
quality of the significant words until their number is not less than 1–1.5% 
of the vocabulary size. If value of a is big, the importance of parameter 
b lowers. With big values of both a and b, the result of significant words 
allocation is absent. We used b=2 and b=3 for CICling–2002 collections. 
Results of testing with different values of parameter a are presented in a 
Table 1 (* — number of significant words). It also contains the projection 
of genetic algorithm usage. For SEPLN-CICling we use b=2 and b=3, a=5 
and a=4, j=26 and  j=18 (jmax=27 is a maximum possible value for this 
collection). We compare test results with results that were presented in 
another work [2] for CICling–2002 in Table 2 and for SEPLN-CICling in 
Table 3 (K-Means [3], MajorClust [13], DBSCAN [6], CLUDIPSO [2]). 
We also compared results with the case when instead of genetic algorithm, 
precise method was used. It chooses all pairs and triplets of words, which 
occur together in more than one text. Set of significant words is built as an 
union of all obtained pairs, triplets. Result of algorithm’s work with precise 
method is shown in the Table 4.

Usage of modified k-means algorithm is possible because the number of 
words which present text vectors is small.  Thus during first step of clustering 
distances from the seed to the most distant texts have small variations (as 
example: from 9 to 11) and the value of parameter m may be automatically 
selected. We recommend to defined m by using one of the highest values of 
distances, obtained during first step of clustering; the number of texts with 
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Table 1. Best FM-measures for different values of parameter a

a=1 a=4 a=5

Fm 
(avg)

Fm 
(min)

Fm 
(max)

Fm 
(avg)

Fm 
(min)

Fm 
(max)

Fm 
(avg)

Fm 
(min)

Fm 
(max)

* 110 67 36

No 
GA

avg 0,51 0,39 0,54 0,49 0,34 0,57 0,47 0,4 0,59

min 0,45 0,36 0,59 0,47 0,39 0,55 0,47 0,4 0,59

max 0,45 0,36 0,59 0,45 0,34 0,6 0,47 0,4 0,59

*

With 
GA

avg 0,51 0,39 0,54 0,5 0,4 0,62 0,5 0,4 0,58

min 0,51 0,39 0,54 0,5 0,4 0,62 0,49 0,4 0,63

max 0,45 0,33 0,65 0,49 0,36 0,66 0,46 0,38 0,66

a=6 a=7 a=8

Fm 
(avg)

Fm 
(min)

Fm 
(max)

Fm 
(avg)

Fm 
(min)

Fm 
(max)

Fm 
(avg)

Fm 
(min)

Fm 
(max)

* 26 15 10

No 
GA

avg 0,48 0,38 0,61 0,49 0,42 0,6 0,49 0,42 0,6

min 0,48 0,38 0,54 0,47 0,43 0,61 0,49 0,42 0,6

max 0,48 0,38 0,61 0,47 0,43 0,61 0,49 0,42 0,6

* 10–14 8

With 
GA

avg 0,51 0,4 0,6 0,48 0,44 0,51 - - -

min 0,48 0,41 0,56 0,48 0,44 0,51 - - -

max 0,51 0,4 0,61 0,44 0,35 0,56 - - -

Table 2 (Part 1). CICling–2002: best FM-measures for different algorithms

Fm (avg) Fm (min) Fm (max)
K-Means 0,45 0,35 0,6
MajorClust 0,43 0,37 0,58
DBSCAN 0,47 0,42 0,56
CLUDIPSO 0,63 0,42 0,74

Table 2 (Part 2). CICling–2002: best FM-measures for algorithm described here

Fm (avg) Fm (min) Fm (max)
Fm (avg) 0,51 0,4 0,6
Fm (min) 0,49 0,42 0,6
Fm (max) 0,49 0,36 0,66
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distances higher than m shouldn’t exceed 7 (for these collections). Getting a 
small variation between the highest distances is possible if a small number 
of words for presenting texts vectors is use. Binary vectors that present texts 
shouldn’t have much “0” (“0” in text’s vector means that this text doesn’t 
contain concrete word). The first part (terms selection) of this algorithm 
filters out words with a low DF. Words that are selected in the first part of 
algorithm are context words, not just common. This is a result of a good 
pairs selection. However, during this selection some words with a single 
appearance in some of collection’s texts could be added to a resulting set of 
words. This problem is solved with GA, which filters them. Thus, words that 
have a specific context and high DF are selected. This provides the result of 
the algorithm.

4. CONCLUSION
We assume, that initially adopted hypothesis move us in the right direction, 
because the set of significant words, which is built as a result of first stage of an 
algorithm is informative and contains terms, which reflect the nuances of the 
texts. There are some examples of significant words here for CICling–2002: 
base, corpu, lexic, select, paper, evalu, languag, word, larg, document, ap-

Table 3 (Part 1). SEPLN-CICling: best FM-measures for different algorithms

Fm (avg) Fm (min) Fm (max)
K-Means 0,49 0,36 0,69
MajorClust 0,59 0,4 0,77
DBSCAN 0,63 0,4 0,77
CLUDIPSO 0,72 0,58 0,85

Table 3 (Part 2). SEPLN-CICling: best FM-measures for algorithm described here

Fm (avg) Fm (min) Fm (max)
Fm (avg) 0,6 0,45 0,71
Fm (min) 0,58 0,52 0,67
Fm (max) 0,6 0,45 0,71

Table 4. CICling–2002: best FM-measures for algorithm with precise method

Fm (avg) Fm (min) Fm (max)
Fm (avg) 0,49 0,4 0,61
Fm (min) 0,49 0,4 0,61
Fm (max) 0,49 0,4 0,61
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proach, differ, linguist, inform, kind, knowledg, mean, automat, system; and 
for SEPLING–CICling: clustering, based, linguistic, language, corpus, order, 
translation, important, computational, part, results, machine. 

Genetic algorithm chooses about 50–70% of words, found by precise 
method. Despite this, the clustering algorithm with the output of genetic 
algorithm gives better results. We assume that better results are obtained 
because GA uses random choice of objects to process. Probability that 
genetic algorithm will create a pair or triplet with some word rises with 
the rise of the probability that this word occur together with another word 
more than in one text.  In other words GA filters random words, which 
occur in different texts without dependency to other terms, thus we can say 
that terms without specific context of usage will be filtered by GA. 

Proposed modification of k-means gives better results comparing 
with the non-modified version, but we believe that the clustering algorithm 
needs improvement. This is due to the specific features of narrow domain 
collections. When clustering narrow domain collections, most documents 
in the clustering area are placed very close to each other and even if there 
are 2 or 3 defined seeds with large relative distance between them, the 
border between clusters, which divides dense area of texts is more or less 
illusory. We assume that to solve this problem, more complex algorithms, 
which measure increase and decrease of objects’ densities in the clustering 
area, are required.

Words with low value of DF don’t have enough significance for 
clustering and could be neglected, because the algorithm works with 
high DF value words. We also assume that context significant words are 
characterized by high DF value for such collections. We believe this is an 
interesting observation that requires further research and could lead to 
simplification and improvement of terms’ selection procedure.
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